GULDRUTAN is a family company which,

through our love for coffee, has managed to find
the best route to a perfect cup. We hope that this
document will elucidate the points a potential
partner should be familiar with before deciding
whether a partnership with Guldrutan is relevant
or not.

GULDRUTAN is a coffee without compromise in
all aspects. During the journey from bean to cup
your coffee is treated with greatest care and
heedfulness to ensure the highest quality. We
have refined coffee for almost 70 years without
having to consider commodity prices. We have
been able to do this because, throughout
our history, we have delivered exclusively
to restaurants and cafés with the same high
standards of quality as our own. Thus, we have
never been a participant in the price wars that
have been taking place in the supermarkets in
Sweden.
Today there is a trend throughout the world in
which we see more and more well-informed
consumers with a genuine interest in food. We
see more and more customers making educated
culinary decisions. We see an increase in
gastronomic interest and curiosity. We see true
gourmands, and the modern coffee buyer's
criterion has evolved far beyond comparing
price tags. We at Guldrutan welcome these
customers and we feel it is only natural to hold
such an attitude toward the things you choose to
put in your body.

After almost 70 years as coffee roasters, we at Guldrutan have learned
what customers want. We are not trying to teach the consumer what is
good, the customer has and will continue to guide us towards the best.
The blend “SWEDISH COFFEE” is the one with most declarations of love
from our customers and therefore we have decided to turn to the stores
with this blend.

Many coffees today must be diluted with milk to taste good. Coffee has
become something you gulp down to perk up. Yet a rising population of
modern coffee enthusiasts reminds us that one should enjoy such a noble
beverage. We at Guldrutan see coffee as one of those pleasures to which
we should treat ourselves in everyday life. Coffee should smell wonderful,
warm us up on the inside, and offer a taste sensation outside of the ordinary.

The blend “SWEDISH COFFEE” is available as brew and espresso.

Guldrutan’s capsules has been manufactured as an alternative to
all the capsules who are thrown away after only one time of use,
creating huge amounts of aluminum- and plastic waste worldwide.
Guldrutan’s capsules are as of today available for all Nespresso
machines. Capsules for other machines are being developed.

The capsules are very easily filled with the coffee of the customer’s choice,
thousands of times. After use, all you need to do is empty the capsule
under running water and it is immediately ready to go again. If necessary,
the capsule can be washed in a dishwasher.
-Price/cup is significantly lower
-Freedom of choice in the choice of coffee
-Highly reduced ecological footprint

Season activities
- Our most exclusive line of products
Here, there is only room for the best. This spot guaranties
that everything from material to function and design is of
the highest class.
This box offers the best from two worlds. A symbiosis
between coffee and chocolate, where they join forces
and work together to enhance the total taste experience.
- GULDRUTAN-can including a 24K gold scoop.
- Vacuum brewer from the GOLD-collection in solid brass.
Brews a fantastic coffee in a spectacular maner.
- 48oz of GULDRUTAN’s coffee.
- One carton containing 16 chocolate truffles from the
exquisite Emanuel’s Pantry’s “Liquor and Spirit”-collection.
- Chocolate cutting board made out of Swedish cherry
wood and a stainless steel chocolate knife.
Carrying case made of Swedish deal wood with snaps
and hinges made from Nordic reindeer leather.

Werner Vögeli is the most praised chef in Sweden. After 32 years as head chef in the
Swedish Royal Court, after having been given the title "hovtraktör" by the Swedish King
and after having been responsible for 42 Nobel dinners, there's no question about his
knowledge of the world of gastronomy.
Werner originates from Austria. He traveled the world in various contexts but it was in the
dark forests of Hälsingland in northern Sweden he would found the most delicious coffee
he has ever tasted. Guldrutan has remained his favorite coffee since that day. He
recommends Guldrutan over all others.

GULDRUTAN, very rarely loses a customer. We have customers who have been loyal to us
for over 65 years. There are many cheaper competitors out there but those who’s
concerns lie in quality and taste stays with Guldrutan for life, as there is no other
alternative.
Guldrutan on the shelf ensures a loyal and returning customer. A typical Guldrutan
customer cannot imagine having another coffee at home, and cannot imagine going to
a store that does not offer Guldrutan when the coffee is running low. They want that
confidence they have gotten so comfortable with, while serving guests and themselves.
Offering Guldrutan is to offer the best of coffee. This shows care and concern. It shows
that you searched the world for the best and the finest - for a coffee worthy of your
customers.

SHELF DECORATION
GULDRUTAN’s decorations are designed to further
demonstrate the craftsmanship and quality behind
the coffee. Our luminous glass bean is hand made
by glass artist Henric Sjölin, he aswell as GULDRUTAN
is active in the city Söderhamn. We also have an
information board where the text is printed on a
thick weave and framed in a beautiful golden
frame. The customer gets a personal greeting
interlaced with information from GULDRUTAN’s CEO
and legendary coffee roaster, Lars-Göran Johnson.

DEMONSTRATION
Demonstrations should smell of coffee and be
informative without being overwhelming. The
pleasant feeling of being invited for coffee at
someone's home is our goal. Candlelight, soft
music and a delightful fragrance are elements
that we use on a demo, these things work
together to bring us coffee loving customers.

EXPOSURE
GULDRUTAN’s re-fill comes in a display box. The
box is perforated in a pattern that makes it
easy to transform it into a decorative stand only
by tearing of the top, reveling the neatly
stacked bags. This display box makes it easy to
to look good in a quick way.

